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Accounts of real spankings given to real women! From the occasional bit of fun to tales from the most dedicated enthusiasts, the
detailed stories include well know names from the genre of spanking erotica, many personal friends of the author, and confessions
from around the world. It’s an enthusiast’s book, no question, but if you’re curious about what really makes the kinky girls tick,
then this is a must for any erotica shelf. Peter Birch has been spanking girls for thirty years now, and has collected stories from the
thirties to the noughties. This is the very first encyclopaedic erotica collection of erotic punishment given by boys to girls, and given
by girls to girls, even in public. And one thing is guaranteed: every single confession is a genuine account of a woman’s first
experience going over the knee.
My husband got me involved in the life of slavery and we were happy until my submissive needs got to be too much for him. I
started seeing other people but he couldn't handle it and divorced me. I need someone who doesn't worry about my happiness or
comfort and knows how to use and punish a slave. I need someone who will turn me into his property and take me at will. I am a
sweet slave that craves service. I love the look on my Dom's face when he is happy. I like being called a good girl and know he
means it. I love sitting at his feet with my head in his lap and knowing there is no other place I would rather be. But now let's talk
about my first major spanking party. This very memorable and extreme spanking party occurred in 2006. For three days and
nights, the sound of pretty ladies getting spanked OTK and strapped to spanking apparatuses, was the norm. Informal reports put
the number of substantial spankings at the three day event to be around 300. Us girls left with very raw butts, a great memory and
many thousands of dollars for our trouble. These exclusive spanking and sex parties occur several times a year in many countries.
I go to as many as I can. Read in detail all about the spankings and sex at this exclusive multiple day spanking party. Also
included are an additional four free high quality books (making this book a $34.75 value!) Your books are presented in this order:
1) Spanking Dictionary (Adult Erotica) 2) 14 Male-Female Anal Sex Stories 3) Bare Bottom Spanking: The Las Vegas Spanking
Adventure 4) The Absolutely Essential Guide to Erotic Breast Massage 5) The Three Day Spanking Party: 18 Girls & 270
Spankings Publisher's Note: This book contains explicit sexual content and BDSM. All characters are of legal age. Hello
everybody! Your opinion is very important! If you like this book please make sure to leave a review. Thank you!
Deri is a college senior with a brand new job assisting a handsome, middle aged English Teacher who has a fondness for
spanking his pretty assistants. Deri can't seem to stay out of trouble and she gets spanked by her roommates as well as the
rugged Mr. Strong. Book five of the Deri Redapple spanking series.
Looking for a red-hot collection of five first anal sex stories? You’ve found it. Inside you’ll find girls bent over for backdoor fun for
the very first time, and these stories don’t mess around! If you want it rough, ready, and ultra-tight, this collection is only a click
away! 1. Amber’s Ass: A First Anal Sex Erotica Story by Kassandra Stone When Amber decided to enjoy an invigorating hike, she
didn’t realize how hard it would be to get any of her friends to come along. Finally, Rob gets back to her, and he’s definitely
game. During the hike, though, he kisses her, and it’s very uncomfortable to know he thinks of her that way. After a very awkward
ride home, she’s happy to close the door behind her, but Rob isn’t, and before long Amber realizes that friends can share a
lot…including her first anal sex experience! 2. The Thickest Cock in the Tightest Hole: Rough and Reluctant First Anal Sex at the
Office by Kaddy DeLora Ms. Howe has had an irritating day interviewing potential assistants. He last interview is Anthony, a
beautiful African American man who sends chills through her. The only problem? He’s far over-qualified, and she’s hesitant. So,
Anthony takes her to the executive washroom and shows her his special talents. In this case, these include rough deepthroat,
spanking, and giving her a very rough first anal sex experience! 3. Bound and Punished For Cheating: A BDSM Teacher/Student
Sex Erotica Story by Sonata Sorento Jasmine should have studied for her calculus test, but fun with her roommate was more
important. No biggie, though, because she happens to end up right next to the smartest student in the class, and it’s just a quick
glance at his paper to get the right answers. She didn’t count on Professor Martin catching her, though. Suddenly she’s faced
with expulsion. Professor Martin presents her with an alternative, though, and she jumps at the chance. She didn’t know it would
mean a hard first BDSM sex encounter complete with spanking and rough deepthroat! 4. Taken by the Troopers: A Rough Double
Team Short by Jane Kemp Kenna is in trouble. She’d been pulled over, and she doesn’t have her registration or proof of
insurance, and the troopers who’ve stopped her aren’t interested in writing a fix it ticket. They are interested in taking her in…no,
just in Taking Her! Before the night is over, she’ll be double teamed and double teamed hard. 5. Hijacked on the Hike: A Very
Rough Anal Sex Short by Julie Bosso Lucy is excited about her weekend break between summer camp sessions at Camp
Wennetaba. With two days and no counselor duties, she enjoys some time in the pool and on a hike with the beautiful Darlene.
But halfway into their hike, their boss Marco orders them to his cabin. Once there, they see the lovely Sylvia treated horribly
roughly with Marco taking her hard. The most incredible thing about the whole show is that Lucy ends up with her first lesbian
experience with Darlene as she watches! Warning: This ebook contains very explicit descriptions of sexual activity during various
rough sex encounters. It includes rough first anal sex, reluctant first anal sex, group first anal sex, first anal sex with strangers, first
anal sex with double penetration, bondage, spanking, humiliation, and more. It is intended for mature readers who will not be
offended by graphic depictions of sex acts between consenting adults.
My Stephania
Managing Mrs Burton
How to Fail Miserably at Being Queer
Out of the Red
Memoirs of Andrew E. Long
(The Legend of Little Fast Horse)
Five stern lords, five naughty wives, and Fifty Shades of Hot! This collection of historical romances
will have you reaching for your smelling salts... "Golden's Victorian books are some of my favorites!
She creates unique characters and a developed storyline, all with some hot as sin scenes ;-) I'm always
hungry for more!" - Marie Philip's Rules: Cordelia's determined to be the perfect wife, but her
stepdaughter from her first marriage is just as determined to undermine her every step of the way. His
method of correction for both Cordelia and Gabrielle isn't what either lady expected. Undisciplined - A
Novella: Gabrielle is used to being a burden, and when her stepmother finds a new husband she knows
that's exactly what she is to both of them. She's prepared to marry anyone, to try and grasp for what
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happiness she can find, and no longer be underfoot of the happy couple. This novella was written at the
request of readers who wanted to know what was happening between Felix and Gabrielle during Book 1 of
the Bridal Discipline series. Gabrielle's Discipline - To escape the scandal of trying to elope with an
unworthy man, Gabrielle finds herself married to the man she loves - a charming rake and her guardian's
best friend, Mr. Felix Hood. He's the third son of a Viscount, he's darkly handsome, and he's in love
with her stepmother. Or so she thinks. Lydia's Penance: Lydia is desperate to escape her stepfather's
household, so when she hears the Duke of Manchester say that he doesn't care who he weds, she decides
his reptutation fro being an honorable man and his indifference to who his wife will be makes him the
perfect husband. Unfortunately, the Duke is not pleased to be trapped into a marriage with a woman who
is keeping secrets from him. Can love still find a way? Benedict's Commands - Love? Marriage? Lady
Christina Rowan, Dowager-Marchesse of Stanhope, doesn't think so. She avoids both heavy emotions and
heavy commitments. Time away from Christina has made Benedict realize how deep his own feelings for her
run; when he returns to London for the Season, he's determined to court his former lover and turn her
into his wife. Arabella's Taming - Lady Arabella Windham, sister to the Duke of Manchester, has given up
on ever attracting the positive attention of Lord Thomas Hood. After discovering he still sees her as
the same hoydenish young woman she was in the past, she throws caution to the wind and becomes more
reckless than ever. When her return to feckless and indiscreet behavior results in disgrace however,
it's Lord Thomas Hood who is caught up in the scandal with her. With a strong-willed bride determined to
make her new husband dance to her tune and a stubborn lord determined to curb his new wife's imprudent
ways, is a happily-ever-after even possible? The complete collection of Bridal Discipline romance lords and ladies, second chance romance, arranged marriages, and dukes trapped into marriage!
Well; I can sure say that my life did not turn out the way I expected. My life did not turn out how
anyone would expect. I never thought that I would commit a crime and get arrested, but I did. I never
thought that I would end up being a shemale sissy maid, but I did. I never thought that I would fall in
love with and marry a lesbian, but I did. I never thought that I would live my life as a submissive to a
dominate Lady, but I do. I never thought that I would become an attorney and save the innocent from
going to prison, but I have. I never thought that I would be able to look at someone and ask a few
questions and know what was wrong with them and save their life, but I have, several times. I never
thought that I would infiltrate the Russian Mob and save the lives of 39 young ladies, but I did. I
never thought that I would be in a position to help the FBI, Interpol and Lloyds of London solve
kidnapping crimes, but I have. I never thought that I would become a psychologist, but I have. I never
thought that I would marry a financial genus that would make me almost 50 million dollars in less than 4
years, but I did, I never thought that my life would be so diverse and exciting in many different ways,
but it is. Just in the past 6 weeks alone; I have saved the life of Molly, my mother in law, I saved a
family of 11 from needing to sell 10 of their kidneys just to survive, I calmed the minds and hearts of
Mindy, Toni, Sabrina, and Cally concerning the newest member of our unusual family concerning the
arrival of a real dominate ALPA male who Ally brought home and fell in love with, I was working with the
FBI, Interpol, and Lloyds of London in solving the kidnapping of 8 men, I took on a criminal case
involving Allys new Love; whereas he was arrested for caning a young lady in a BDSM relationship. This
case will become very interesting in the future, but it concerns everyone who practices any part of
BDSM; you will want to stay tuned for this outcome, I got to make love to one of the smartest, the most
pretty, the most Lady, the intelligent Cally; my wife. Just thinking about how much I love Cally brings
tears to my eyes. I am the luckiest shemale sissy maid in the entire world!
When Anna Skye discovered that there are men around who will pay an attractive woman generously for the
privilege of giving her a good spanking, belting, slippering, thrashing, paddling or caning, she
realised - as a mature, intelligent and sexually active woman who had already discovered the erotic
thrill of being spanked - that she had found the perfect way to repay the GBP20,000 debt her late
husband had left her. This is Anna's erotic, moving and often very funny account of her life before and
after becoming a 'spankee', including her desperate attempts to have a child and the roller-coaster ride
of internet dating. A true story of love and sex, pain and pleasure, anger and forgiveness. "One evening
I noticed my bottom in the mirror. It was a pretty good size and shape. I fetched a slipper from the
bedroom and gave myself a few whacks with it. Pah! That was nothing. I wondered if I could find a way of
getting spanked for money..."
Popular authors Bill and Pam Farrel are the parents of three active children. From their personal
experience comes wisdom and encouragement for other parents. The Farrels offer ideas for loving and
nurturing special needs, strong-willed, and prodigal children. With real-life examples and biblical
inspiration, this book examines the 10 best decisions parents can make to unlock the unique gifts inside
their children, including temperament ; goals; talents; spiritual development; and leadership abilities.
Packed with creative, motivational tools and games that allow children to blossom and succeed, this
resource is a great gift or parenting tool for parents who want their children to become everything God
designed them to be.
The 10 Best Decisions Every Parent Can Make
The Three Day Spanking Party: 18 Girls and 270 Spankings - Special Edition - 5 Books in One
Alpha Plumber
Child Rearing in America
Stories of Life, Love and Laughter
Why Your Child Needs a Parent in Charge and How to Become One

Two stern lords, two naughty wives, and Fifty Shades of Hot! This collection of two full length historical romances and
one novella will have you reaching for your smelling salts... Philip's Rules: Cordelia's determined to be the perfect wife,
but her stepdaughter from her first marriage is just as determined to undermine her every step of the way. His method of
correction for both Cordelia and Gabrielle isn't what either lady expected. Undisciplined - A Novella: Gabrielle is used to
being a burden, and when her stepmother finds a new husband she knows that's exactly what she is to both of them.
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She's prepared to marry anyone, to try and grasp for what happiness she can find, and no longer be underfoot of the
happy couple. This novella was written at the request of readers who wanted to know what was happening between Felix
and Gabrielle during Book 1 of the Bridal Discipline series. Gabrielle's Discipline - To escape the scandal of trying to
elope with an unworthy man, Gabrielle finds herself married to the man she loves - a charming rake and her guardian's
best friend, Mr. Felix Hood. He's the third son of a Viscount, he's darkly handsome, and he's in love with her stepmother.
Or so she thinks. These two alpha males have their hands full when it comes to their wives, but they don't hesitate to
mete out the necessary discipline required. Red-hot, passionate, and a guaranteed happily-ever-after for everyone.
When Louisa’s younger girlfriend slips up and calls her by the wrong name, Louisa shows her girl just what an older
woman can give by doling out their very first spanking, followed by their second spanking, their third...
Take a rousing romp through 1790s England with this third book in the Properly Spanked series… The Earl of Augustine
has always thought of Lady Minette as a sister, but when a nocturnal adventure goes horribly awry, he’s forced to make
her his bride. Now his friend Warren is furious with him, the jilted Lady Priscilla is spreading ugly gossip, his father’s
illness is worsening, and Minette is…well…being Minette. Flighty, exuberant, and utterly irascible, she wants a true
marriage, when all August can see is the impish girl he rescued from scrapes as a child. But Minette has idolized Lord
August for years, as long as she can remember, and she’s determined to make their union a passionate and fulfilling one.
She launches caper after caper in an effort to capture his attention and awaken his masculine hungers. Unfortunately, all
she seems to accomplish are repeated disciplinary sessions over his lap. Can she make August realize she’s the love of
his life in time to save their crumbling marriage—and her smarting backside? Or will he hold her at arm’s length forever,
refusing to acknowledge the powerful emotions she stirs in his heart? This 75K word novel contains acts of punishment
and domestic discipline, sado-masochism, and other sensual practices. The Properly Spanked Series: #1 Training Lady
Townsend #2 To Tame A Countess #3 My Naughty Minette #4 Under A Duke’s Hand
Christina is a 19 year-old college student who needs some lessons in boundaries. Kicked out of college for aberrant
behavior, she must now face her mother and stepfather when she returns home. She is determined not to be reined in
from her wild ways. Jonah Mitchell has raised Christina since she was ten years old. She had been his princess, but now
he realizes that Christina requires a firmer hand. And who better to administer the needed discipline than he? When they
face off, things get pretty sticky. ADULT CONTENT
Spanked by a Stranger
Classical Hollywood Cinema and Lesbian Representability
Cally and Missy, Three
Spanking Children, Psychological Development, Violence, and Crime
Made to Order Bride
The Turbulent History of the Daily Planet's Ace Reporter
Can she conform to his way of life? Does she even want to? Star was raised in a post-apocalyptic, sheltered
environment, cherished and educated until she turned eleven. From that day forward, all physical contact ended,
and her life changed, but she had no idea why. Until the day she was given a drug to paralyze her temporarily,
strapped to a cross, and taken to him. Tru was a leader among men, created and trained after the demise of the
earth to be a fighter and to someday take over the land with his bravery. He ordered her to be his mate many
years ago, before she was created. He paid for her to be raised to his specifications and to be educated as he
saw fit. And now the time had come for him to reap the rewards. His slave was grown and ready to come to him,
to keep house for him, cook his meals, tend to his needs and most importantly, to bear his children. But Star
soon finds that her life will never be the same. Tru is a strict disciplinarian and he has given her many rules to
follow. Can she conform to his way of life? Does she even want to? Planning her escape would be difficult, but
she promised herself she would find a way. Publisher's Note: This futuristic, sci-fi adventure is full of graphic
scenes and power exchange. Do not read if this is offensive to you.
Thanksgiving…the sexiest time of the year..NOT! Thanksgiving needs a marketing do-over. It should be the
sexiest time of the year when you consinder that we get four full days off from work, too much good food and
drink, football, left-overs, binge-watching, and the intoxicating rush of shopping, either in the flesh or online, for
presents for others and yourself. And maybe even a trip back home to rekindle old flames. In these pages you’ll
find some bonafide Thanksgiving smut, but this is mostly a collection of hot spanking stories featuring
everything from alpha werewolves to strict librarians, and even an installment in Trinity’s Blacio’s continuing
naughty stepbrother series. Giving Spanks by Jack Stratton Love in the Elevator by Renee Rose Tommy Takes
Off His Boots by Ryan Field A Super Spanking by Louisa Bacio Happy Birthday by Oleander Plume Spank Me,
Mr. Darcy by Lissa Trevor and Jane Austen Spanked by Her Stepbrother by Trinity Blacio She Has to Touch by
Jennifer Williams Punishment Befitting the Crime by DL King
His life, from humble beginnings as an Oklahoma farmboy to a multi-millionaire real estate developer.
Spanking Is a Global Phenomenon looks at this traditional method of corporal punishment from a deep
perspective, placing it in its historical context, and from a wide point of view, comparing changing attitudes
across cultures and generations. The result of this survey by Fenold Alexis is a work on a topic broadly
connected to people’s lives, but rarely examined in such detail. The approach of Spanking Is a Global
Phenomenon takes the reader through the history and tradition of spanking, the roles of culture and religions,
the connections to slavery, the laws governing spanking, and a survey of attitudes and practices by gender and
generation. In the end, Spanking Is a Global Phenomenon provides a comprehensive look at a widespread and
deeply rooted parenting practice that tends not to garner such thorough attention. Fenold Alexis explores
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spanking’s scriptural and historical background, surveys its legal and cultural contexts in contemporary culture,
and suggests ways for parents to administer alternative forms of discipline that work.
My First Spanking
Very Public Spankings
The Mother's Almanac
Spanked / Denied / Collared
Desperately Seeking Parents
The Bridal Discipline Omnibus
117 webpages and numerous sex and medical journals were referenced to verify the pertainent information in this
book. Hello, thank you for stopping by. My husband got me involved in the life of slavery and we were happy until my
submissive needs got to be too much for him. I started seeing other people but he couldn't handle it and divorced me.
I need someone who doesn't worry about my happiness or comfort and knows how to use and punish a slave. I need
someone who will turn me into his property and take me at will. I am a sweet slave that craves service. I love the look
on my Dom's face when he is happy. I like being called a good girl and know he means it. I love sitting at his feet with
my head in his lap and knowing there is no other place I would rather be. But now let's talk about my first major
spanking party. This very memorable and extreme spanking party occurred in 2006. For three days and nights, the
sound of pretty ladies getting spanked OTK and strapped to spanking apparatuses, was the norm. Informal reports put
the number of substantial spankings at the three day event to be around 300. Us girls left with very raw butts, a great
memory and many thousands of dollars for our trouble. These exclusive spanking and sex parties occur several times a
year in many countries. I go to as many as I can. Read in detail all about the spankings and sex at this exclusive multiple
day spanking party. This publication contains 4 bonus ebooks which are normally sold separately. Your four ebooks
are presented in this order: 1) The Spanking Dictionary (Adult Erotica) 2) 14 Male-Female Anal Sex Stories 3) Bare
Bottom Spanking: The Las Vegas Spanking Adventure 4) Hera s Kinky Playtime in Ancient Greece 5) The Three Day
Spanking Party: 18 Girls & 270 Spankings Publisher's Note: This publication contains explicit sexual content and BDSM
related situations. All characters are 18 years of age or older.
"Ebony, Ivory, & Printer Ink Her white boss has some forbidden requests for her...A new temping job offer leads to
much more, when a VERY unexpected attraction blossoms. She s never been with a white lover before, let alone her
boss. She decides to wear something sultry to work one day, but she has no idea what she is getting herself into...This
is a BWWM erotic romance. Deflowered By My White Boss When Alicia moves to New York to be with her boyfriend
Luther and is dumped on her very first day, it seems like her life is over. She soon finds out just how fast her life can
change when she is spotted by Mr. Ellison. Mr. Ellison is a billionaire that has lusted after black women his entire life,
but has never been able to spend time with an attractive black woman, since he works 24/7. Mr. Ellison has big plans
for Alicia. This is a story of a submissive black queen and a white billionaire, with explicit sex scenes that include
themes of spanking. Knocked Up & Spanked By My White Boss When Desiree's violent ex-boyfriend shows up at her
workplace, her day goes from bad to worse. Just when she's at her lowest and thinks there's no escape from Jerome's
obsessive and jealous tricks, Mark shows up in time to show him who the real alpha male is. Mark's been eyeing her for
a long time now, and this gives him an opportunity to get what he wants... and what he wants, is Desiree in his
bedroom doing everything he says. The hot and heated romance goes too far too fast when they end up in Vegas
getting married, and Mark drunkenly impregnates her! Is this going to be the biggest regret of their life or the best
thing that ever happened to them?"
The plumber is a little dominant... Emma s shower breaks and she is shocked when her landlord sends over the
hottest plumber on the planet. There s not a plumber s crack to be found on this drool-worthy man ‒ though he is
rocking a six-pack. But when the plumber catches her brazenly watching him, he decides she needs to be punished for
her bad behavior. Emma never imagined that the service call would end in her going over his knee and calling him
"Daddy". But for this baby girl, her first spanking has a very happy ending. Alpha Plumber is book two of the Unlikely
Doms series. This steamy story is a standalone with a happy ending, or a satisfying one anyway. The book includes
explicit spanking scenes and sexual activity between consenting adults. It is intended for mature audiences only.
Keywords: erotic, erotica, erotcia, literotica, couple, voyeur, voyeurism, exhibtionism, punish, punishment, dominant,
domination, BDSM, power, control, steam, steamy, novella, short, short story, unexpected, fun, funny, humor, alpha
male, strong female, D/s, spank, spanking, older man, younger woman, older man younger woman, OMYM, biracial,
bicultural, interracial, intercultural, love, love story, couple, meet cute, age gap, daddy, daddy dom
Sometimes a spanking can be given in private. But for one young man and his "Daddy", punishment is a very public
affair. In these four stories, bare-bottom discipline can take place anywhere from a park to a restaurant, to an open
window with neighbours right outside . . . wherever it is, there's always an audience. With each spank lovingly
described, and every story resulting in a soundly spanked bottom (and a very happy ending), this collection will satisfy
all of your spanking and exhibitionist fantasies.
Spanksgiving
Spanked by Daddy
First Spankings
CALLY AND MISSY, TWO
Spanking Is a Global Phenomenon
Spanked
Okay, let’s be clear about something: there’s no right or wrong way to be queer. But if
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you’re anything like award-winning queer Canadian author Giselle Renarde, you’ve got
insecurities up the wazoo. Even when you’re proud of your sexuality, gender identity and
presentation, it seems like there’s always a voice out there (or even one in your head)
saying you’re not doing queerness right. Giselle Renarde is a writer who’s been failing
at everything since 2006. Her erotica and queer fiction have appeared in nearly 200 short
story anthologies and published by two of the Big Five publishing houses, but don’t let
that fool you. Giselle is a writer who knows how to fail—consistently and thoroughly! At
some point or another, we all feel like we’re failing. Maybe if we can feel united by our
insecurities, there’s hope of moving past them!
A French dominatrix inherits a vast fortune when her husband dies of a stroke while ‘in
flagrante delicto’ with his forceful new wife. She decides to use her wealth to create a
private BDSM paradise on an isolated peninsula jutting into Lake Tahoe. Her gorgeous
identical twin stepdaughters are more than enthusiastic to join the enterprise,
especially after they recruit a handsome football player who is quite happy to be topped
by two athletic college seniors. A submissive French Maid and a dominant statuesque
blonde Danish house manager are recruited, along with an adorable Algerian cook, a
handsome Brazilian swimsuit model, and a roughhewn young ex-Mormon handyman with an
enormous cock and an insatiable desire to please women. The final piece put into place is
a submissive classic Irish beauty who provides bodywork when not being spread-eagled and
spanked while being sexually enjoyed by the whole group. Many complicated and steaming
hot scenes ensue as the Peninsula is sealed off from a world lost in the pandemic
lockdown of 2020.
Showcases the lives of parents with young children in the U.S. through the use of a
national survey.
This is her story, in her own words, written with love for her daughter and for her
friends who have shared her life. Carolyn is the truest of friends. Once you are her
friend, it is a lifetime thing, and wewho are blessed by that titletreasure that
friendship and the heart that holds so much joy and love. Susie Taylor, lifelong friend
Five Rough Sex Erotica Stories
EROTICA: Spanking the Sitter (First Time Discipline Older Man Taboo Romance)
The Three Day Spanking Party: 18 Girls & 270 Spankings - Special Edition - 5 eBooks in
One
Investigating Lois Lane
Spanked By My White Boss Bundle
I am a female sex slave that likes it rough. The qualities in a man that I like include spanking, biting, rough sex, mental dominance,
bondage and discipline. I want someone to intimidate me by using his looks, by his actions, gestures, playing mind games and
making me feel guilty. I want someone to make all the decisions for me, to be the king of the castle :) I can be bratty at times but I
can take the punishments I earn and expect to be punished often! I know what I want and what I like. My man takes a weak
woman unable to face the world and teaches her to be a strong woman, weak only to him. I love the sadistic side to a man and
enjoy his having total control over me. I like to be taken forcibly and to be forced to serve in general. I am also a lady that makes
her living off of being spanked. I love how my butt is almost always warm and marked. I also have a wonderful, though sexually
sadist Master who I play with as all this spanking sure makes me horny. My butt can take a lot of abuse and good thing because
folks who pay to spank me, really want to get their money's worth. Often they spank me as hard and as long as they physically
can. These spankings can make me cry. Often I'm stripped naked and tied down to a wooden platform for a long, hard strapping
and/or paddling. That may be after they've first given me a good over their knee spanking. Yes it hurts but it pays the bills and gets
me so excited. I'll now tell you in full detail about all my spankings. Included in this book are nine additional bonus books (making
this big book a $69.50 value!) Your ten books are presented in the following order: 1) Regularly Spanked, Strapped and Paddled:
The Life of a Female Spanking Model 2) Bare Bottom Spankings (The Las Vegas Spanking Adventure) 3) 14 Male-Female Anal
Sex Stories 4) 100 Great Lines To Put In Your Personal Ads 5) Bed Arrest, the Punishment for BDSM Enthusiasts 6) Spanking
Dictionary (Adult Only Erotica) 7) Excuse for Sadism: How the Inquisition Beat the Devil Out of Cathar Women 8) The Absolutely
Essential Guide to Erotic Breast Massage 9) The Ultimate Collection of Resurrections and Rebirths 10) Master and submissive or
slave BDSM Contract“br> Publisher's Note: This book contains explicit sexual content and BDSM. All characters are of legal age.
Hello everybody! Your opinion is very important! If you like this book please make sure to leave a review. Thank you!
A national bestseller with more than 750,000 copies in print, now revised for the new mothers of the '90s -- the latest findings on
health, advice for working mothers, facts about the influence of TV, and more. B & W illustrations throughout.
Every stroke produced a frantic, immodest weaving of hips and drumming of toes, but Mrs Burton somehow managed to maintain
her stance, keeping some shred of decorum as her curvaceous bottom was soundly whipped. "Well done", he said, "you took that
caning very well, now stay exactly where you are and I'll reward you for your fortitude". "Thank you". Mrs Burton replied huskily,
"that would be lovely". In town and in the country, in offices and suburban semis, women have been getting their first spankings.
Reluctantly, hesitatingly, sometimes forcibly; some even discovering a taste for further punishment. Perhaps that's why the woman
sat next to you on the train is smiling?
Young, beautiful, and used to getting her way, Sandy assumes her new job watching Mr. Green's kids will be a pretty effortless
way to make a bit of money. But when Mr. Green walks in on the chaos that she has allowed to take over his home, he decides
the pretty young sitter he's hired needs a bit more hands-on motivation. His methods change everything for the inexperienced
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young woman, and his strong discipline starts to dominate Sandy's confused thoughts ... and desires. She lives in fear of the day
he'll find out his punishments turn her on, and what he'll do when her secret is finally uncovered ... Reader Advisory: This story is
for mature audiences only and features intensely erotic situations, a mature man of the house and a young inexperienced
babysitter, discipline and physical punishment, forbidden desires, unprotected first time sex, dominance and submissiveness. All
characters are 18 or older. Excerpt: He stood up and came around behind her. His hand positioned her waist, pushing her ass
further outwards and her torso down into a more humiliating posture. His touch was strong and authoritative against her trembling
stomach. "Lift your skirt up." Her face burned more hotly as she reached back and lifted the hem of her skirt up to her waist,
exposing her panties. She couldn't stifle a gasp of chagrin as she felt his fingers hook into the waistline of the panties and pull
them down her thighs, leaving her suddenly and mortifyingly uncovered. She stood there frozen, holding up her own skirt to
expose herself for the man about to spank her. As she felt the cool air of the room playing across her bare ass and pussy, she
realized with a tremble that she was wet. Not just a little wet, but very wet. Mr. Green's hand ran lightly over the full, tight curve of
her ass. His fingertips made her skin tingle as they passed over her, effortlessly and perhaps unintentionally communicating how
thoroughly he had come to control her, mind and body. "This will happen every time you are bad," he said. "Every time you are
lazy or apathetic to the job you were hired to do. You will be spanked. I will bring you into my kitchen and you will lift up your skirt
for me and then I will punish you just like I am about to do now. I don't care if my children hear you. They know what happens to
rule breakers in this house. Do you understand?" "Yes - yes, sir," she said, her voice halfway between a whimper and a moan.
"Good. Count for me."
First Time Spanked
My Life
Asses Up!
A Collection of Erotic Spanking Stories
Pride and Punishment
Regularly Spanked, Strapped and Paddled: the Life of a Female Spanking Model - Huge Bonus Edition - 10 Books in One!

A CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title 2014! Why do parents hit those they love? What effect does it have
on children? What can be done to end this pattern? These are some of the questions explored in The
Primordial Violence. Featuring longitudinal data from over 7,000 U.S. families as well as results from
a 32 nation study, the book presents the latest research on the extent to which spanking is used in
different cultures and the subsequent effects of its use on children and on society. Evidence that
shows the relationship between spanking and the subsequent slowing of cognitive development and
increase in antisocial and criminal behavior is shown. Both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies
are explored in an accessible fashion. An abundance of high quality research has produced findings that
are highly consistent from study to study which show that spanking is a risk factor for aggressive
behavior and other social and psychological problems. Because of these findings, the authors argue for
policy changes and recommend a drastic reduction in the use of spanking. Policy and practical
implications are explored in most chapters. The Primordial Violence highlights: The benefits of
avoiding spanking such as the development of better interpersonal skills and higher academic
achievement; The link between spanking and behavioral problems and crime; The extent to which spanking
is declining and why despite the unusually high level of agreement between numerous studies which found
harmful effects from spanking, most parents continue to spank. Part 1 documents the worldwide use of
spanking and why parents spank. The possible adverse effects of spanking on children’s behavior and
academic achievement, and the potential for violence and criminal behavior in later life, are explored
in Parts 2, 3, and 4. Part 5 examines trends in spanking, and suggests what can be done to lower the
percent of parents who spank. Contradictory opinions about whether to spank are explored. The book
concludes with a call for change in this aspect of parenting which will have profound benefits, for the
children and families involved, and society as a whole. Intended for a general audience of readers who
are interested in child development and parenting and for advanced undergraduate and/or graduate
courses in child abuse, family violence, juvenile delinquency, criminal behavior, social development,
sociology of the family, or parenting and family relations taught in psychology, human development,
family studies, criminology, education, social work, sociology, and social policy.
Reclaim Your Family with Your Own Family Constitution Both manifesto and handbook, DESPERATELY SEEKING
PARENTS: Why Your Child Needs a Parent in Charge and How to Become One calls all parents to reclaim
their position of authority in the home. Emphasizing that today’s children need (and ultimately want)
parents to assert their sovereignty and control in a loving and consistent manner, Dr. Paterno
illustrates how to become a Parent in Charge by using simple, proven methods. The first parenting book
to utilize the Family Constitution, Dr. Paterno explicitly champions parents’ rights, simplifies
parental expectations and rewards children can earn, and rejects the current trend of reducing
expectations because of so-called diseases, disorders, and disabilities. Provocative, but proven and
practical, Dr. Paterno will help you reclaim your family by becoming the vital, valid source of love
and authority you were meant to be for your children. Praise for DESPERATELY SEEKING PARENTS “Take
heed, you and your child are in good hands with the advice that rests between the pages of this
wonderful book. Thank the good Lord that there is a writer with the scholarship and good sense to write
a book that parents can safely rely on.” ——David Stein, Ph.D., author of Unraveling the ADD/ADHD Fiasco
and Ritalin is Not the Answer “If every parent read this book and incorporated Dr. Paterno’s principles
and techniques, every pediatrician’s office would see far fewer children with behavior problems.”
——Colette Sabbagh, M.D., Pediatrician, Bangor, Maine “Dr. Paterno has managed to squeeze 3,000 years of
common sense and experience, a command of child development and behavioral theory, tons of wit and
humor, and dozens of practical solutions into this thoroughly readable parenting guide.” ——Toby Tyler
Watson, Psy.D., Executive Director, International Center for the Study of Psychiatry & Psychology
In a universe full of superheroes, Lois Lane has fought for truth and justice for over 75 years on page
and screen without a cape or tights. From her creation by Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster in 1938 to her
forthcoming appearance in Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice in 2016, from helming her own comic book
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for twenty-six years to appearing in animated serials, live-action TV shows, and full-length movies,
Lois Lane has been a paragon of journalistic integrity and the paramour of the world's strongest
superhero. But her history is one of constant tension. From her earliest days, Lois yearned to make the
front page of the Daily Planet, but was held back by her damsel-in-distress role. When she finally
became an ace reporter, asinine lessons and her tumultuous romance with Superman dominated her
storylines for decades and relegated her journalism to the background. Through it all, Lois remained a
fearless and ambitious character, and today she is a beloved icon and an inspiration to many. Though
her history is often troubling, Lois's journey, as revealed in Investigating Lois Lane, showcases her
ability to always escape the gendered limitations of each era and of the superhero genre as a whole.
"Provides a history of spanking, including the transition from instruments to the hand; Reviews
relevant research over the last 100 years on spanking outcomes; Identifies the social and cultural
supports of spanking including legal standing; Includes thought provoking prompts on what it means to
be a parent"
My Naughty Minette
Spanked for Profit and Pleasure
Death Comes a Calling More Pony Girl More Pony Girl Cally’S Mistake Really Hurts I Can’T Take It
Anymore! Like Nothing You Have Ever Read Before! Like Nothing You Have Ever Read Before!
Mandy Bell At School
How Hitting Our Children is Harming Ourselves
Uninvited

Lesbian characters, stories, and images were barred from onscreen depiction in Hollywood films from the 1930s to the 1960s
together with all forms of "sex perversion." Through close readings of gothics, ghost films, and maternal melodramas
addressed to female audiences, Uninvited argues that viewers are "invited" to make lesbian "inferences." Looking at the lure
of some of the great female star personae (in films such as Rebecca, Pinky, The Old Maid, Queen Christina, and The
Haunting) and at the visual coding of supporting actresses, it identifies lesbian spectatorial strategies. White's archival
research, textual analyses, and novel theoretical insights make an important contribution to film, lesbian, and feminist
studies. Book jacket.
SPANKED, DENIED, & COLLARED is the trilogy set of the Dominatrix Fantasy Series (available separately in ebook only)
and includes the bonus short story TAPE. These are adults-only erotic romance stories from Amazon Erotica Bestselling
author Shoshanna Evers. Includes: SPANKED, Novella 1 The beautiful woman Blake waited on at the diner left her business
card, with this written across the back: You don't deserve a tip, little Blake. You deserve a spanking. Call me if you agree.
Now Blake's about to experience his Dominatrix fantasy come true...but can he willingly submit to his very first disciplinary
spanking at the hands of the lovingly sadistic Mistress Victoria? And...can he do it without falling for her? DENIED, Novella
2 Blake's been having so much fun learning to submit to the beautiful Mistress Victoria that he let his college grades
drop...and now his Dominatrix has no choice but to punish her naughty school boy. What Blake needs, she decides, is a male
chastity belt designed to force him to focus on his school work instead of on sex. Until Blake gets his grades up, she's the only
one who will have access to his body. Without the key, he's completely at her mercy. ...and as Blake knows, being at Mistress
Victoria's mercy is the hottest place to be. Now Mistress Victoria has to come to terms with the evolving relationship...she's
starting to get attached to her devastatingly sexy submissive. It's not just a game anymore... COLLARED, Novella 3 Blake
has given himself fully to Mistress Victoria as her live-in slave. His Dominatrix has one last test of Blake's submission...will
he submit to being lent out to her friends? Blake wants to do anything and everything his Domme commands. But one of her
friends happens to be a very large, very sexy cowboy. And this Dom has his eye on little Blake... Blake wants to show Mistress
Victoria exactly how much her collar on his neck means to him so they can take their relationship to the next level. Could it
be...love? Warning: this trilogy set of novellas contains adult spanking, anal play, numerous punishments and very kinky sex,
including hot f/f/m menage sex as well as f/m and m/m sex. There are handcuffs, sex toys, paddles, and silicone spike-lined
male chastity belts involved. Consider yourself warned, this series is XXX-rated! Bonus for trilogy set readers! The short
erotic story TAPE: She's trapped in the office-supply closet at work with six feet of pure muscular male pressed against her
back. Panties around her ankles, and tape around her wrists...it's her fantasy come true."
One Woman’s Beautiful Legacy Unfolds in My Stephania. The new book tells a heartwarming tale about faith, love, hope,
and legacy on January 20, 2025. Winston Lacaze is set to deliver his inaugural address as the new president of the United
States. Only thirty-eight, he is the youngest to ever accomplish such a feat and he has God and Stephania to thank for it.
Readers can follow an amazing legacy unfold in My Stephania, a novel by Johnnie Lee Moore Jr. Many people didn’t think
that Winston Lacaze had a legitimate chance against his two formidable opponents. It was like David against two Goliaths.
Nevertheless, he defied the odds and became the first independent candidate to be elected president of the United States. He
reached out to every race, gender, religion, age, or creed. He reached out to the rich and poor. He was a man of honest
integrity and faith. As he stood at the inaugural, he was overcome with emotion and gratitude when he thought of the
beautiful Native American female named Stephania Frost. Every time thoughts of Stephania enveloped his mind, President
Lacaze became overwhelmed with emotions. Her graceful beauty forever changed his life, and President Lacaze couldn’t
thank her enough. Stephania had a warm and special place in his heart, and he couldn’t stop thinking about her. But
Stephania was not his wife. Nor was she his mother. In fact, she wasn’t even related to him. Readers can find out more about
this special woman and the wonderful legacy she left behind as her story unravels in My Stephania. For more information on
this book, interested parties may log on to www. Xlibris.com.
I guess this is a good place to end this book as once again; you are caught up with the most unusual life that Cally and I share
with our unusual family. However, once again my life with Cally never seems to be dull anymore. In fact, my life with Cally
has never been dull; it is just more exciting since we got married almost a year ago. Milly has been progressing very well as
her sissy maid self under the direction of Miss T. As well; Molly seems to accept and even enjoy milly better now. Sabrina
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certainly enjoys sissy maid milly as she gets three days off each week now that she has milly to fill in for her. Sir certainly has
brought a lot of excitement to the house and that excitement seems to still be growing as he seeks to dominate everyone in the
house and not just us maids and Ally and Toni. Sir getting arrested certainly presents me with a big challenge as although I
do not believe that he has actually committed a crime; I do believe that innocent people go to prison because people on juries
do not believe that they should live their lives in any way unlike the way society demands of them. In other words, if they do
not like what Sir did and the District Attorney says it was wrong, they just agree and give it no more thought. I disobeyed a
direct order from Cally for the very first time. Cally let me know that that was unacceptable in a very painful and very
humiliating way. I don’t think I will make that mistake again, at least I hope not. Cally and I went to the most unusual place
in South America in cooperation with Lloyds of London, the FBI, and Interpol; in an effort to find out why men were
disappearing from FemDom Nation; a community of Dominate women and male submissives. FemDom Nation is sort of like
a hotel for vacationing Dominate women and Submissive males. People from all over the world come there to enjoy their life
style for a few days to a few weeks. Submissive men can go their alone or with a dominate female. Dominate women are
welcome with or without a submissive male. It was really a neat place and Cally and I had a very nice time. However our time
was cut short as a result of Sir getting arrested, so we came home early and without meeting our objective in order to help out
Sir and Ally. Cally and I need to go back again to complete our mission, but Cally decided to wait until after Thanksgiving.
The Very Wicked Stepmother
Lesbian Spanking Erotica
The Primordial Violence
Teacher's Assistant Gets Spanked: The Deri Redapple Series
Death of an Era
Our Incredible Lives Continue!
In this erotic collection edited by Cassandra Park, twelve authors write about their first spanking-the way it happened or the
way they dreamed it had. My First Spanking recalls younger, slightly more innocent days, days when we knew what we
wanted, or had an idea, but were afraid to say the word. Days of meeting potential partners in quiet corners of restaurants,
keeping our voices low. Days spent longing to find the person who knew how to take charge, and the nervous excitement when
we knew it was about to happen at last. Or days of simply plotting how to reveal to existing partners what we were fantasizing
about.The characters in this collection are not all lovers, and the spankings are not always delivered with kindness. But there's
always compassion, love, or at the very least lust between spanker and spankee. And in every case, they know that their first
spanking is definitely not going to be their last. Stories by Naomi Bellina, Jacqueline Brocker, J. Caladine, Clarice Clique,
Courtney, Brad Dare, Serenity Everton, Cassandra Park, Angel Propps, Erica Scott, T.R. Verten, and Dolly Wylde.
Challenges Facing Parents with Young Children
An Anthology
Hotel
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